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rights In addition to the public performance

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, an impor-

right, section 110(21Is further amended to
FE.I,
(a) RESPORT.Not later than 2 years after add coverage of the rights of reproduction/
and or distribution, but only to the exten
CopyAct,
the
this
of
the date of enactment
right Office shall conduct a study and submit technologically required in order to ti
a performance or display authorized hy the
a roport to Congress on the status of(1) licensing by private and public edu- exemption.
Section llO(2)iC) eliminates the requirecational institutioe of copyrighted works
for digital distance education programs. in- nment of a physical classroom by permitting
transmissions to be made to students sfeludingenrolled In the course and to govern(A) live interactive distance learning class- cially
ment employees, regardless of their physical
es.
this limitation two safe(B) faculty Instruction recorded without location. In lied of added. First, section
students present for later transmission- and guards have been
the concept of mediated
emphasizes
(C) asynchronous delivery of distance 110(2)(A)
instruction by ensuring that the exempted
learning over computer networks; and
is analogous to the
display
or
Performance
in
such
works
copyrighted
of
use
(2) the
type of Performance or display that would
programs.
live classroom setting. See(o) CONFERENCE.-Not later than 2 years take place in all(2)(C)
adds the requirement
after the date of enactment of this Act, the end, section
that, to the extent technologically feasible.
Copyright Office shallthe transmison must be made solely for re(I) convene a conference of Interested pareciplties. including representatives of copyright ception by the defined class of eligible
ents.
owners, nonprofit educational institutions
niw
add
(E(11)
and
(E)(1)
l1l(2)(D).
Sections
doto
archives
and
libraries
nonprofit
and
velop guidelines for the use of copyrighted Safeguards to counteract the new risks posed
works for digital distance education under by the transmission of works to students in
Paragraph (D) requires that
the fair use doctrine and section 110(1) and digital form.
transient copie permitted under tho enemp(2) of title 17, United States Code;
be retained no longer than reamonably
Copyright Office de. tion
(2) to the extent the submit
to the Com- necessary to complete the transmission.
termines appropriate.
that beneficiaries
mittees on the Judiciary o he Senate and Paragraph (E)(I) requires
such guide- of the exemption institute policies regarding
uirofeftes
Rep
the ote
copyright; provide Information materials to
gde
hsease of witIformationnthv
lines, along with information on the ergani- oculty students, and relevant staff memdescribe and promote
stions. toernment agencies, and inotito- hers that Accurately
with copyright law; and provide
cios partleipatiag In the guideline develop- compliance
atrilsma may b
noticene
be
such
that materia
(3) post
students tht
to stdet
notice to
the guideline; and
and endorsing
meet
w0) pot eductgdelice on an Internet subject to copyright protection Paragraph
transmitting
the
that
requires
Itll0(2)(1E)(i)
w|shto for educators. copyright owners,
apply measures to protect
J organiztti
-=
and ether Interested persons.
L brases.
access od nu
OF THETge 5 against both unautoorized
A-NALYSIS
=SCTIONSy.SETITON
thorzed dissemination after access has been
TN Y.EDUATION, ANDCOYR
obtained. This provision .ao specifies that
T
MO ON AC

tant responsibility of the Senate Judiciary Committee is fulfilling the mant
dasmitset forth in Article 1, section 8 of
the Constitution, "to promote the
progress of science and useful arts by
securing for limited times to authors
and inventors the exclusive right to
their respective writings and discovcr1es."
CChairman HATCH and I, and
er
other olleagues on the Judiciary Cornmittee, have worked together successfully over the years to update and
make necessary adjustments to our
copyright, patent and trademark laws
to carry out this responsibility. We
have strived to do so in a manner that
advances the rights of intellectual
property owners while protecting the
important interests of users of the creative works that make our culture a
vibrant force in this global economy.
Several years ago, as part of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, DMCA,
We as ked the Copyright Office to perform a study of the complex copyright
issues involved in distance education
us
and to make recommendationsIn toconfor any legislative changes.
ducting that study, Maybeth Peters,
the Registrar of Copyrights met informally with interested Vermontors at

not Intentionally interfere with protections
TITLE
StaTtON 1. SHORT
This bill may be cited as the "Technology, applied by the copyright owners themselves.
SECTION5 EPHEMIRALRECORDINGS
Education And Copyright Harmonization Act
Section 112 Is amended by adding a new
of 2001"or the TEACH Act,
PERFORM- subsection which permits an educator to
OF CERTAIN
2. EXEMPTION
SECTION
USES upload a copyrighted work onto a server to
FOREDUCATIONAL
ANDDISPLAYS
ANCES
The bill updates section 110(2)to allow the facilitate transmissions permitted under section 11c(2) to students enrolled in his or her
similar activities W toake place using digital
delivery mechanisms that were permitted course. Limitations have been imposed upon
under the basic policy balance struck in 1976, the exemption similar tu those sec out In
112. Paragraph
while minimizing the additional risks to other subsections of section

taurant management.
The Copyright Office released its re-

may
the transmitting body or institution

re-

copyright owners that are inherent in e-

112(f)(1) specifies that any such copy b

categories of copyrighted works-such as
portions of audiovisual works, sound recordlngs and dramatic literary and musical
works-In Addition to the non-dramatic literary and musical works that may be performed under current law. Because of the potential adverse effect on the secondary marheto of much works, only reasonable and limited portions of these additional works may
be performed under the exemption. Excluded
from the exemption are those works that are
produced primarily from instructional use.
because for such works. unlike entertainment products or materials of a general edueational nature, the exemption could sgnifiently cut into primary markets. impairing
incentives to create. As an additional safeguard, this provision requires the exempted
performance or display to be made from a
lawful copy. Since digital transmissions imoplicate the reproduction and distribution

BY COPYRIGHT
SECTION 4. IMPLEMENTATION
OFFICE
Subsection (a) requires the Copyright Offloe, not later than 2 years after the date of
the enactment, to conduct a study and submit a report to Congress on the status of licensing for private and public school digital
distance education programs ad the use of
copyrighted works in such programs. Subsection (b) reqlires the Copyright Office, not
later than 2 years after the date of enactment, to convene a conference of other interested parties on the subject of the use Of
copyrighted works in education and. to the
extent the Office deems appropri te, develop
guidelines for the clarification of the appropriate use of copyrighted works in educational settings, including distance education, for sebmslson to Congress aed for
posting on the Copyright Office webslte as a
reference resource-

ploiting works in a digital format. Current
law allOws performances and displays of alt
categories of copyrighted works in classroom
settings. under section 110() of the Copyright Act, and allows performanoes of eondramatic literary and musical works and displays of works during certain education-related transmissions (usually television-type
transmission) under Section i19(2). Section
110(2)is amended to allow performances or

tained and used solely by the entity that
made It and that no further copies be reproduced friom it except the transient copies
permitted under setlon 1102). Paragraph
112(f)(2)requires that the copy be used solely
for transmissions tathorized nder sectin
110(2).Paragraph 112(f)(3iprohibits a body or
institution from Intentionally Interfering
with technological protection measures used
by the copyright owner to protect the work.

Champlain College in Burlington,
Vermont. to hear their concerns on
this issue, Champlain College has been
offering on-line distance learning proof ongrans since 1993, with a number
line programs, including for degrees in
accounting, business, and hotel-res-

port in May, 1999. at a hearing held in

this Committee, and made valuable
suggestions on how modest changes in
our copyright law could go a long way
to foster the appropriate use of copyrighted works i

valid distance learn-

leg activities. I am pleased to join Senator HATCH in introducing the Technllogy, Education and Copyright Harmonization, or TEACH, Act, that incorporates the legislative recommendations of that report. This legislation
will help clarify the law and allow educaters to use the same rich material in
distance learning over the Internet
t
hey arc able to use in face-to-face
classroom instruction,
The growth of distance learning is
exploding, largely because it is responsive to the needs of older, non-traditional students. The Copyright Office,
CO, report noted two years ago that, by
number of students taking
2002. tle
distance education courses will represent 15 percent of all higher education students. Moreover, the typical
average distance learning Student is 34
years old, employed full-time and has
previous college credit. More than half
are women. In increasing numbers, students in other countries are benefitting
from educational opportunities here
throu
gh U.S. distance education programs.
In high schools, distance education
makes advanced college placement and
college equivalency courses available,
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a great opportunity for residents In o0 I by these technologies are not
limited
more-rural states. In colleges, distance e to the borders of one state, or even one acts of reproduction as a data packet is
education makes lifelong learning a country. Champlain College, a small moved from one computer to another.
The need to update our copyright law
practical reality.
school in Burlington, Vermont has to address new developments in online
Not only does distance education shown this is
when it adopted a distance learning was highlighted in
make it more convenient for many stu- strategic plantrue
to provide distance the December, 2000 report of the Webdents to pursue an education, for stu- learning for students throughout
the
dents who have full-time work commit- world. Under the leadership of Presi- Based Education Commission, headed
mens, who live in rural areas or in for- dent Roger Perry, Champlain College by former Senator Bob Kerrey. This
eign countries, who have difficulty ob- now has more students enrolled than Commission noted that:
Current
copyright law governing distance
taining child or elder care, or who have any other college in Vermont. The
education
...was based on broadcast
models
physical disabilities, distance edu- campus in Vermont has not
been over- of telcourses for distance education. That
cation may be the only means for them whelmed with the increase.
law was not established with the virtual
Instead,
to pursue an education. These are the Champlain now teaches a large number classroom in mind, no does it resolve
people with busy schedules who need of students overseas through its on-line emerging Issues of multimedia online, or
the flexibility that on-line programs curriculum. Similarly, Marlboro
Col- provide a hamework for permitting digital
offer virtual classrooms accessible lege in Marlboro, Vermont, offers inno- transmissions.
when the student is ready, and free, to vative graduate programs designed
This report further observed that
for
log-on.
working professionals with classes that "This current state of affairs is conIn Vermont and many other rural meet not only in person
but also on- fusing and frustrating for educators. ...
states, distance learning Is a critical line
Concern about inadvertent copyright
component of any quality educational
The Internet, with its interactive infringement appears, in many school
and economic development system. In multi-media capabilities, has been a districts, to limit the effective use of
fact. the most recent Vermont Tele- significant development for distance the Internet as an educational tool." In
communications Plan, which was pub- learning. By contrast to the tradi- conclusion, the report concluded that
lished in 1999and is updated at regular tional, passive approach of distance our copyright laws were "inappropriintervals, identifies distance learning learning where a student located re- ately restrictive."
as being critical to Vermont's develop- motely from a classroom was able to
The TEACH Act makes three signifiment.
It
also recommends that watch a lecture being broadcast at a cant expansions in the distance learnVermont consider "using its pur- fixed time over the air, distance learn- ing exemption In our
copyright law,
chasing power to accelerate the intro- ers today can participate in real-time while minimizing the additional risks
duction of new [distance learning] serv- class discussions, or In simultaneous to copyright owners that are inherent
ices in Vermont." Technology ias em- multimedia projects. The Copyright Of- in exploiting works in a digital format.
powered individuals in the most remote fire report confirms what I have as- First, the bill eliminates the current
communities to have access to the sumed for some time-that "the com- eligibility requirements for the disknowledge and skills necessary to im- puter is the most versatile of distance tance learning exemption that the inprove their education and ensure they education instruments," not just in struction occur in a physical classroom
are competitive for jobs in the 21st cen- terms of flexible schedules, but also in or that special circumstances prevent
tury.
terms of the material available.
the attendance of students in the classSeveral years ago, I was proud to
Over twenty years ago, the Congress room.
work with the state in establishing the recognized the potential of broadcast
Second, the bill clarifies that the disVermont Interactive Television net- and cable technology to supplement tance learning exemption
covers the
work. This constant two-way video- classroom teaching, and to bring the temporary
copies necessarily made in
conferencing system can reach commu- classroom to those who, because of networked servers in the course
of
nities, schools and businesses in every their disabilities or other special cir- transmitting material
over the Intercorner of the State. Since we first suc- cumstances, are unable to attend class- net.
cessfully secured funds to build the es At the same time. Congress also
Third, the current distance learning
backbone of the system, Vermont has recognized the potential for unauthor- exemption only permits the transconstructed fourteen sites, The VIT ized transmissions of works to harm mission of the performance of "nonsystem is currently running at foll ca- the markets for educational uses of dramatic literary or musical works,"
pacity and has demonstrated that in copyrighted materials. The present but does not allow the transmission
of
Vermont, technology highways are just Copyright Act strikes a careful balance movies or videotapes, or the
performas Important as our transportation and includes two narrowly crafted ex- ance of plays. The Kerrey
Commission
highways.
emptions for distance learning, in addi- report cited this limitation as an obNo one single technology should be tlion to the general fair use exemption, stacle
to distance learning in current
the platform for distance learning. In
Under current law, the performance copyright law and noted the following
Vermont, creative uses of available re- or display of any work in the course of examples: A
music instructor may play
sources have put in place a distance face-to-face instruction in a classroom songs and other
pieces of music in a
learning system that employees T-1 is exempt from the exclusive rights of
classroom,
but
lines in some areas and traditional a copyright owner. In addition, the from copyright must seek permission
holders in order to ininternet modem hook-ups in others. copyright law allows transmission of
Several years ago, the Grand Isle Su- certain performances or displays of corporate these works into an online
version of
same class. A children's
pervisory Union received a grant from copyrighted works to be sent to a literature the
instructor may routinely
the U.S. Department of Agriculture to classroom or a similar place which is display
illustrations from childrens'
link all the schools within the district normally devoted to instruction, to
books in the classroom, but must get
with fiber optic cable. There are not a persons whose disabilities or other spe- I
lot of students in this Supervisory cial circumstances prevent classroom icenses for each one for on online
version of the course.
Union but these IS a lot of land sepa- attendance, or to government employTo alleviate this disparity, the
rating one school from another. The sea. While this exemption is techbandwidth created by the fiber optic nology neutral and does not limit au- TEACH Act would amend current law
o allow educators to show limited poercables has not only improved the edu- thorized "transmissions" to distance t
ions of dramatic literary and musical
cational opportunities In the four learning broadcasts, the exemption
works, audiovisual works, and sound
Grand Isle towns, but it has also pro- does not authorize the reproduction or recordings, in
addition to the complete
vided a vital economic boost to the distribution of copyrighted works--a
ersions of nondramatic literary and
area's business.
limitation that has enormous implica- ousical works which are currently exWhile there are wonderful examples tins for transmissions over
computer eempted.
of the use of distance learning inside networks. Digital
over
This legislation is a balanced proVermont, the opportunities provided computer networkstransmissions
involve multiple
osal that expands the educational use
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exemption in the copyright law for distance learning, but also contains a
number of safeguards for copyright
owners. In particular, the bill excludes
from the exemption those works that
are produced primarily for instructional use, because for such works, unlike entertainment products or materials of a general educational nature,
the exemption could significantly cut
Into primary markets, impairing incentives to create- Indeed, the WebBased Education Commission urged the
development of "high quality online
educational content that meets the
highest standards of educational excellence." Copyright protection can help
provide the incentive for the development of such content.
in addition, the bill requires the use
by distance educators of technological
safeguards to ensure that the dissemination of material covered under the
exemption is limited only to the students who are intended to receive it.
Finally, the TEACH Act directs the
Copyright Office to conduct a study on
the status of licensing for private and
public school digital distance education programs and the use of copyrighted works in such programs, and to
convene a conference to develop guidelines for the use of copyrighted works
for digital distance education under
the fair use doctrine and the edunational use exemptions in the copyright law. Both the Copyright Office report and the Kerrey Commission noted
dissatisfaction with the licensing process for digital copyrighted works. According to the Copyright Office, many
educational institutions "describe having experienced recurrent problems
[that) . . . can be broken down into
three categories: difficulty locating the
copyright owner; inability to obtain a
timely response; and unreasonable
prices for other terms." Similarly. the
Kerrey Commission report echoed the
same concern. A study focusing on
these licensing issues will hopefully
prove fruitful ,and constructive for both
publishers and educational insttutlions,
The Kerrey Commission report observed that "[e]oncern about inadvertent copyright infringement appears, in many school districts, to
limit the effective use of the Internet
as an educational tool." For this reason, the Kerrey Commission report endorsed "the U.S. Copyright Office proposal to convene education representatives and publisher stakeholders in
order to build greater consensus and
understanding of the 'fair use' doctrine
and Its application in web-baed education. The goal should be agreement
on guidelines for the appropriate digital use of information and consensus
on the licensing of content not covered
by the fair use doctrine." The TEACH
Act will provide the impetus for this
process to begin.
I appreciate that, generally speaking,
copyright owners believe that current
copyright laws are adequate to enable
and foster legitimate distance learning

activities. As the Copyright Office report noted, copyright owners are concerned that "broadening the exemption
would result in the loss of opportunities to license works for use in digital
distance education" and would increase
the "risk of unauthorized downstream
uses of their works posed by digital
technology." Based upon its review of
distance learning, however, the Copyright Office concluded that updating
section 110(2) in the manner proposed
I
in the TEACH Act is "advisable."
agree. At the same time we have made
efforts to address the valid concerns of
both the copyright owners and the educational and library community, and
look forward to working with all interested stakeholders as tlts legislation is
considered by the Judiciary Committee
and the Congress.
Distance education is an important
issue to both the chairman and to me,

and to the people of our States. I commend him for scheduling a hearing on
this important legislation for next
week.
STATEMENTS ON SUBMITTED
RESOLUTIONS
45-RESOLUTION
SENATE
AND
MEN
THE
HORNORING
WOMEN WHO SERVE THIS COUN-

TRY IN THE NATIONAL GUARD
AND EXPRESSING CONDOLENCES
OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE
TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS OF
THE 21 NATIONAL GUARDSMEN
WHO PERISHED IN
ON MARCH 3, 2001

THE

CRASH

Mr. BOND (for himself and Mr.
LEAHY) submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Armed Services;
S. nE, 45
Whereas on March 3,2001,a tragic crash of
a C-23 from the 1l7st Aviation Battalion of
the Florida Army NationalGuard. carrying
guardsmen from the 203rd Red Horse Unit ef
the Virginia Air National Guard tck the
lives of 21 guardsmen;
Whereas this unfortunate crass occurred
during a routine training mission;
Whereas tle National Guard is present in
every state and four protectorates and is
comprised oelcitizen-soldiere and airmen whs
continually support our active forces:
Whereas members of the Tragedy Assistance Progiam for Survivors were on site the
day of tile accident and generously rendered
assistance to family members and friends;
and
Whereas this is a somber reminder of the
fact that the men and women in the United
States Armed Forces put their lives on the
line every day to protect this great Nation
and that each citizen should forever be
grateful for the sacrifices made by these men
and women. Now, therefore, be it
Resolvsd That the Senate(1) reeognizes the contributions of the 21
National Guardsmen who made the ultimate
sacrifice to their Nation on March 3, 2001,
(2) expresses deep and heartfelt condolences to the families and friends of the
crash victims far this tragic loss:
(a) expresses appreciation for the members
of the Tragedy Assistance Program for Bar-

S2011

viers for their continued support to ourvicoig family members; and
(4) honors the men and women who serve
this country through the National Guard and
is grateful for everything that each guardsman gives to protect the Usited States of
America.
Mr LEAHY- Mr. President, sadly, I
rise today to talk about the recent
crash of a National Guard aircraft in
flying over Georgia. Last Friday, 21
members of the National Guard lost
their lives in a horrible plane crash.
How does one understand the death of
21 soldiers and airmen who dedicated
their time and energy to contribute to
our nation's defense?
While there perhaps is no easy answer to this question, the patriotism
and dedication of these men is without
doubt. Nineteen served with the Virginia Air National Guard in the 203d
Red Horse Unit. Three were of the 171st
Aviation Battalion of the Florida
Army National Guard. All come from a
tradition that
proud citizen-soldier
dates back to the War of Independence.
This was a routine mission for the
fated C-23 Sherpa. With the Florida
Guardsmen at the controls, the plane
took off on Friday morning, headed for
Virginia. Its passengers had just completed their two-weeks of annual training in Georgia, where they had honed
construction
refined
their already
abilities. They were heading back to
their families and the civilian jobs.
Alas, those reunions were never to
occurIt is a great loss whenever a member
of the armed services gives his or her
life in the lien of duty, But perhaps because these men came straight out of
local communities, because they were
juggling the demands of work and family along with their national service,
we feel the losses like these especially
deeply. Their departure reminds us
that our friends, colleagues, and neighhors in the National Guard make sayrifices every time they report for duty.
They leave the comfort of their homes
for the rigors of service. It is a sacrifice
that is worthy of honor and recognition, hut often goes unnoticed until
they make the ultimate sacrifice.
With that in mind, I join with my
colleague Senator KIT BOND in introducing a resolution that honors their
service and expresses our heartfelt condolences to the families of the victims.
SENATE RESOLUTION 46-AUTHORBY THE
EXPENDITURES
IZING
SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN
AFFAIRS
Mr. CAMPBELL submitted the following resolution: from the Committee
on Indian Affairs; which was referred
to the Committee on Rules and Administration:
S. RES. 46
Revolved. That. in carrying ot its powers,
duties and functions under the Standing
Rules of the Senate, in accordance wlth its
jurisdiction under rule XXV of such rules, including holding hearings. and maing investigationss authorized by paragraphs I and
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